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starving children, escaping/ram the
and misery
Petrograd and
Moscow.
Pursued
fear and tor
tured hy uncertainty, living on herhs,
clothed in rags, there enter into the
hatred
these little children
souls
and distrustof human kindthatarelike
The stories
that
the hunted animal.
these struggling hands come to us
in fragmentary shape; the picture
The mind
the tragedy
incomplete.
rumor,
as
rejects
fact and calls
another
until a heart-hreaking tale
hand, emaciated and hopeless, cor
ralled somewhere in a desolate frozen
waste, cries out that this, indeed,
an
actuality too poignant even for tears.
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"And they say," one of your
informers remarks, "that some
of their teachers abandoned
How could they!
them.
But
there you have the stomach —
demands,
when the stomach
the conscience goes to sleep and
children are left to perish."
Then comes something more
definite,
perhaps just another
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might be in the shabby
street where soldiers pass
and droshkies are huddled
(against the curb; you might be
lin a noisy caf£ where they drink
I tea on soiled table cloths and
I talk for hours across their steam
ing hot glasses of the better days
I that were promised but have not
come; you might be in the corri
dors of a consulate or a foreign
mission where men, alternately
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You wonder about those others and he wonders with
you, and those who hear and talk about
think of the
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makes the air heavy with his pre
sence — in short, it matters little
where you are; there is always
some one to remind you of some
thing that you would wish to for
get, like the memory of an evil
" Have
dream.
you heard about
those children feeding on roots,

it

who have not been saved, children wandering along
country
desolate stretches of railroad track, adrift
as open as the sea, beyond the reach of human help.

bored and busy, would eagerly
disentangle the knots of an en
tangled country; you might be
in a boot shop where a knurly
peasant, watching hungrily the
repairs upon the heel of his boot,

of

like little animals — astray?"
And so goes the tale which memory tries to banish
but cannot, because it is like a dragging wire suddenly
electrified into life again by a bit of fact which some one
brings across Siberia, from Chita, from Irkutsk, from
Omsk, from Ekaterinburg, from that droning reservoir
Then
of misery and aspiration which men call Russia.
with
the story for those who would eagerly dismiss
the consoling thought that "they must have all been
saved anyway," burns upon the conscience and drags
into the vapor of the tea glasses pictures of children

fragment, but at least authentic
because comes from that square
buildingwitha concrete frogt and
large Russian windows through
which the shivering refugees may
be seen standing at
rail and
mumbling their woes and their
needs into theeagerears of Amer
ican Red Cross workers.
Here
you find that the chief of the
Siberian Commission has just re
turned from one of his trips west,
and that he knows of 1,800 chil
dren whohave been corralled near
the Urals and distributed to cen
tres where they could be clothed,
fed, and taken care of; that they
were sick, starved, distracted children who stood around
with tired, questioningeyes, as though wondering whether
they ought really to turn their backs and run away; chil
dren who had to be assured, first of all, that even though
the old world was cutting wild capers and flinging them
around for some reason they could not understand, a
place could still be found for them somewhere.
"We caught hundreds of them near the Urals," the
commissioner
tells you.
"The waves broke there—
those we could get, we got — the others we could not

Most of them toiled on desperately, holding their charges together,
could he had from the peasants, waiting, tramping, begging
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winter months and find their only comfort in the fact
that, "Well, if they were not all saved they must be
beyond suffering by this time." And then you get
something of the whole story.
It began last spring when Starvation, born out of the
agony of revolution, stalked madly through the streets
of Moscow and Petrograd, and parents in despair
pushed their young from them in the hope that some
where and somehow upon the bosom of great Russia
that could yield so much, if it only would, the children
would find enough bread to keep them alive.
So under the guidance of man and woman teachers
and guardians, some three thousand children between
the ages of six and sixteen came out of Moscow and
Petrograd, seeking the food they could not get in the
cities upon the farms of the country districts where
they offered the peasants all the labor their hands were
capable of in exchange for the bread that they would
Those who were older, between thirteen and
eat.
sixteen, were really deserving of their bread for they
could work and were willing to work, not only for them
selves but also in the throbbing hope that by their
efforts they could help the soil produce enough to feed
their mothers and fathers in the cities, if it could only
be brought to them.
As for the smaller ones of six
and eight,' who could not work but could only stand
around and gaze and grow terribly hungry nevertheless,

Pity and the older brothers and sisters would have to
take care of them.
It was understood, of course, by the parents that in
the fall the peasants could not be expected to continue
to feed the extra mouths, and that the children would
have to return to the city and to starvation whence
At any rate, the elders felt that they
they came.
would have been fed at least during the summer which
was much better than starving, even though no better
fate awaited the youngsters when they would return
for the winter.
Children of all classes they were. Ragged, hungry
children whose fathers, desperate with yearning, were
trampling madly on all that went before and seeking
to create out of chaos a neworderin which their children
might never know hunger again; children more fortun
ate, better clad, better fed, whose fathers, desperate
with fear, were resisting the new and clinging madly
to the old order so that their children might not lose
Of the hatreds and quarrels
what they already had.
of the fathers, however, the children knew nothing
as they came forth from the cities in separate Bolshevik
or bourgeois groups or often together, all thought of
distinction in such instances being rapidly dissolved
under the pressure of a common purpose which was to
find food and to escape from the spectre of starvation
that hung over their quarrelling
fathers.
In this

pushing

them

and waiting

along on foot, piling them into carts wherever such
again, some days feeding and some days not feeding

common purpose they became one, those of an age of
reason knowing only of a will to work, and those not
yet so old, knowing only of a desire to eat.
Well enough.
You heard that they did get food.
In the rich wheat and rye districts of West Russia, they
were distributed and farmed out to peasants who put
them into the fields, to sow, to plow, to hoe, the sun
rising and setting each day on the backs of hundreds
of little willing workers as they enticed from the yielding
Those who were bigger
soil the rewards of their labor.
worked all the harder for knowing that they had to

make up for what their smaller brothers and sisters
could not do.
Thus the stronger provided for the weaker and all
had food.

So rich, so generous was the soil that the

older ones could not help wondering why their fathers
in the city quarrelled and starved when there was so
much food to be had, if they would only stop quarrelling
and have it moved to the city.
Each day they worked,
each night they slept, Bolshevik and bourgeois children
side by side, drawn to each other by the companionship
of work, seeking nothing more than their needs and
solving for themselves, at least, all the problems that
distracted their fathers — eating while their fathers were
starving, loving while their fathers were hating, living
while their fathers were dying.
But after the golden wheat had been garnered and

the sun began to set on shorn fields, there was nothing
to do but to turn their feet back to the cities, back
to their elders, back to streets over-run with agonized
that these
faces. And from the moment
hungry
children, who had solved their own problems so well
for three months, turned toward their elders the misery

else

began.

Barring their road homeward lay the "Bolshevik
front" which the passion of revolution and class hatred
had now erected against all who would check the de
structive course by which a hungry proletariat chose
What lay on either side of
to find its own salvation.
this front in the shape of motives and antagonisms the
For them, like all the
children did not understand.
other fronts — the German front, the Murmansk front,
the Ural front, the southern front, and all the lesser
fronts that had ripped open the back and sides of stag
gering Russia in the past four years — this front, too,
had become the edge of a bleeding knife against which
children dared not move.
Nor did the Bolsheviki lure them on, even though
On the contrary
many of the children were their own.
they drove them toward the opposite direction, knowing
that behind their own lines there was nothing to offer
but starvation, while behind the Urals and the lines of
the enemy there was food and clothing for the young
and agencies of relief that would take care of them.
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meanwhile the winds grew sharper, the rail
stations bleaker, the shoes thinner, and the roads
much longer between the villages where food could be
Children who became so sick that they
obtained.
could not be moved had to be thrust upon the hands
of peasants whether the latter could care for them or
Most of the guardians tried to hold their charges
not.
together; but as weeks passed into months, and they
were still struggling on foot or in peasant carts toward
that distant Ekaterinburg, Ufa, and Kurgan where
they heard they could get help, many of the elder at
tendants, in despair, became victim of thoughts which
crowded upon them incessantly, making them irritable,
worn, desperate men and women in whom a child could
no longer find a kind word, a gentle touch.
These thoughts were of food, clothing, freedom from
terrible anxiety which might be yours if you could only
be relieved of the burden of clinging, pulling, crying
It was so much easier to find food for your
children.
self if you had not a hundred children to feed besides.
It was so much easier to find lodging with a peasant for
yourself, if you had not a hundred children to lodge
besides.
Alone you could eat and sleep and live; but
with a crowd of children on your hands, there was
nothing to do but to move on.
In short there was so much better chance in separa
tion, so far as these men and women were concerned,
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Along the road over which the snow began to fly,
some peasants took pity on them and some of the chil
dren were taken in for the winter; but most of them had
to keep moving on toward that distant goal where they
were told they would find food and care if they ever
reached it.
And so on they went, their path as they
moved through western Russia to the Urals becoming
trail of agony and suffering.
They
an ever-widening
began to separate and scatter, owing to the differences
of their guardians who could no longer agree, one in
sisting upon taking her group in one direction, another
insisting upon taking his children in another, a third
insisting that he had had enough and would throw
himself and his charges upon the mercy of the nearest
village for the rest of the winter, or wait for a train.
So the elders quarrelled and separated, and the children
followed where they led.

all of them yielded to these thoughts at some
or other, most of them courageously put them
away and toiled on desperately, holding their young
together, pushing them along on foot, piling them into
carts wherever such vehicles could be had from the
peasants, waiting,
tramping,
begging, and waiting
again, some days feeding and some days not feeding,
until finally after months of suffering over hundreds of
miles of country, the frail lines of rags and misery,
creeping up from various directions, wormed themselves
into points near Ekaterinburg and Urbit and Ufa, from
which eager bands of Red Cross workers rushed out to
meet them.
They could not have lasted much longer, these mobs
of children unwashed for weeks. The clothes on their
shreds; the shoes on their feet were
backs were
their minds were threads.
rags; the thoughts
Rap
idly, the diseased were segregated from the well, though,
in the lot, there was not
child who was not in
wretched state mentally as well as physically, hundreds
of them being unable to recall who their parents were.
Nothing to do but to wash them, warm them, and
This was done with as much success as
feed them.
facilities permitted, after which the youngsters were
piled into trains and sent on with nurses to refugee
points at Urbit, Tiumen, Kurgan, Petropavlovsk, on
this and the Siberian side of the Urals where they could
be better cared for.
So much for these children.
Concerning the others,
whose guardians could not put away the thought of
interminable misery over an interminable road,
was
different story.
In the cafes, where
warm and
comfortable, you hear them
smoky and comparatively
condemned bitterly and loudly by some, but never so
much but what some voice rises to defend the accused
tones of that maddening suffrance which so often
Russian to tolerate every side of
enables
situation.
"After all, they were human," you are told. "They
may have gone just as far as they could — no signs of
help — no trains — only tracks rushing into the horizon
day after day — would be enough to make any one
despair."
At any rate you are forced to agree that no one
could wish such
worse punishment than
guardian
the memory of ragged
that which he carried with him
deserted railroad
youngsters sleeping on the floor of
car, while he dropped over the side to the road and
slipped off into the night doing, under the cover of the
darkness, something he would not have the courage
to do
the day when the challenging faces of children
would make him conscious and ashamed of his inmost
thought.
Whenever
this happened — you learn from scraps
transmitted by older ones who could finally tell of —
the youngsters waited all the next day for their guardian
to come back, and all the next night and all the follow-
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nowhere.

that many of them, much as they hated themselves for
of
could not help but brood on the hopelessness
holding on, when holding on pointed to nothing but
weary, painful wrestling with packs of children over an
interminable road.
it,

to do but to pack into such
carts as the peasants would give them and, with all the
food they could assemble, move on toward the Urals.
From station to station, over hundreds of versts of
dreary road they travelled, begging food from one
village, then from another and then from another,
lingering for days along the way in the hope of a train
which never came, sleeping at nights in little railroad
stations and abandoned factories that were four and
five versts removed from the nearest village — tired,
coughing, crying children clinging to a handful of men
and women to whose care they had been entrusted but
who had nothing now to offer them but increasing
anxiety, increasing impatience, all born out of an in
creasing fear, as days and nights of misery ate at their
nerves, that they might be leading a lost hope into
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"Now and then a hig moujik pulls up to a
relief centre, carrying in his cart the frozen relic
of suffering, only to learn that there is nothing
to do hut to hury his hurden in the ground"
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fur cap, that there
stands there clumsily fingering
the
really nothing to do but to bury his burden
So he drives away, really wondering why
ground.
was that nothing else could be done for the little bundle
that rests meekly behind his huge lumbering back as
his cart moves along the road toward the bleak horizon.
back to his village, where even then he
He carries
ponders long before he finally puts the body into the
withered branch over the mound.
earth and sticks
whereabouts of some fifteen hundred of these
still
mystery to the relief and refugee
workers.
Perhaps they are taken in, and perhaps most
of them have perished, but their fate being unknown,
rumor keeps them alive and hungry somewhere
that
space from which they send their bitter challenge to
the hearts and conscience of those who drink tea in
"For after all,"
cafes and talk and drink tea again.
not at all pleasant to have to think
you are told, "it
of those children — innocent things, you know, who
the fields and fixed their little
worked so beautifully
Or,
lives so that they could live—"
you happen to
be
the boot shop, the peasant nods his shaggy head
and remarks from the profound depth of
simple
Children that no longer trust.
thought, "Just think.
" and
revolution
for you —
There
you wonder
whether the Russian can really be without hope, so
long as he recognizes the enormity of the price he
paying when "children no longer trust."
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cumstances, when a guardian had disappeared and could
not be found, you would have no difficulty in imagining
what the scene out there in the railroad car must have
The older boy, who has been out hunting,
been like.
reports that he cannot find him and the younger ones,
out of that peculiar sense of propriety which makes
children cry because they think it's the proper time to
Then the boy turns
cry, immediately begin to bawl.
on them with an impatience that really springs from
a sort of secret despair and shouts, "What are you
You sec that's why Ivan went
crying for any way?
You cry all the time and make him crazy.
away.
How can you blame him? Now shut up!" And the
little ones stop as suddenly as they started, blubbering
how only with their eyes; while the boy, wholly ab
turns away
sorbed in a newly acquired responsibility,
"
Boshe-moi what's to be done."
muttering to himself,
That is all the story you can get, for from that point
on fact merges into rumor and rumor merges into fact.
You learn that many had perished in the cold, in de
serted hovels, in box cars, in mounds of earth into which
they had dug themselves for protection against the
You learn that some were fortunate
wind and snow.
enough to be rescued by peasants and cared for; but
that many, many others, hundreds of them drifted off
the roads into fields and woods, where for months they
lived on roots, grovelled madly in the ground for an old
potato, bundled themselves in rags' and fought each
other for the worn-out scraps of shoes around their feet.
The same children who had worked so cheerfully and
earnestly in the fields, earning their own bread and the
bread for their smaller comrades who could not yet
work — these same children, big and small, now tore
at each other for pieces of rags, so that those who were
bigger and stronger got the rags, while those who were
smaller and weaker cried their eyes out and froze.
Near the Urals peasants ran across flocks of them
suddenly trailing over a hill, ragged, dirty, staring
children running from human approach in fright and
clinging to each other for protection like sheep in the
wind. Hundreds were captured — wild, uncontrollable
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YOU had once witnessed a group of refugee children
far from Vladivostok under somewhat similar cir
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creatures who had lost all sense of intimacy with the
human touch.
American
Red Cross workers,
with
great difficulty, assembled them in factories, in houses,
gave them food, clothing, and medicine but could not
win their confidence, for rather than children being
cared for after such suffering they acted like tired little
animals suddenly tricked
into some sort of captivity
from which they would willingly escape if only the-,
had the strength.
Being cold and hungry, they seized at the food and
clothing and ran off into corners, afraid of the very
hands that would caress them.
Kicking and screaming
they would resist any friendly approach as though in
mortal fear that it would end in deception.
So long
had they been left to their own resources, so much had
they suffered, that they trusted no hands to touch them.
Only with tshe greatest difficulty could they be bathed
and washed and fed with the medicine that their bodies
so sorely needed because they had come to dread the
human touch that had once abandoned them, as some
thing that could only cause them damage and pain.
Some of them soon died of disease, wracked with
fever and distrust, under the very hands that would
Others, whose whereabouts are not yet
save them.
known, are hiding somewhere starving with hunger —
and suspicion.
You know that many have perished,
for now and then a big moujik pulls up to a relief centre
in Ekaterinburg, carrying in his cart something wrapped
Dead when he finds it in
up in a piece of sheepskin.
the corner of a broken-down freight car, he thinks the
relief workers might still do something for
so he
brings the frozen relic of suffering many miles through
biting wind, only to learn at the relief bureau, as he

is

ing day, some of them trudging four, five, and eight
versts across a windy road to find him somewhere,
others scurrying
up and down the tracks in either
direction in the hope of meeting him on his return.
Most of them just waited tirelessly as children can
wait when they are helpless, eating of the bags of black
bread that they still had, and often anticipating,
as
they waited, a thrilling moment when their teacher
would return to them, quite suddenly, with arms laden
with good things — as children love to have a father
appear after waiting for him for ever so long.
But he never returned.
Only some older boy would
come back after a long exhausting search and relate to
his companions in a rushing startled voice, as the smaller
ones crowded around his knees, that he had looked
everywhere — "just everywhere" — that he could not
find him, that he had probably gone off and lost his
way and was just lost — "that's all."
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